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ABSTRACT 
Let K be a cone in R”, K* its dual cone. An n X n matrix A is called 
cross-positive on K if and only if for all y E K, .z E K* such that (z, y) = 0 we have 
(z,Ay) > 0. In this short note new equivalent conditions for matrices cross-positive on 
K will be given in terms of the partial ordering in R” induced by the cone K. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper we shall denote by K a cone in the Euclidean 
space R”, i.e., a subset of R” which satisfies: 
ii/) 
K is a non-empty, topologically closed subset of R”, 
K+KcK, 
13 
aK c K for all (Y > 0, 
Kn(-K)=(O), 
V K-K=R”. 
The “cone” considered here is what is often referred to as a “full, pointed, 
closed cone”. 
As is well known, K induces a partial ordering defined by x < y iff 
y - x E K. We shall use the following notation: 
y>o iff yEK, 
y>O iff y>Oandy#O, 
y>>o iff yEintK. 
*This note was prepared in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy at the University of Hong Kong. Thanks are due to Dr. Y. H. Au-Yeung for his 
advice and encouragement. 
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For any y>O, Q(y)={x>O:ax< y for some a>O}. The subspace 
spanned by @( y) will be denoted by L(@( y)). 
We shall denote the inner product in R” by (z, y) = z’y. The set 
K * = { .z E R n : (z, y) > 0 for all y E K } satisfies the conditions in the definition 
of a cone and is called the dual cone of K. 
Let A be an n X n real matrix. A is said to be positive on K iff AK c K. A 
positive matrix is said to be irreducible on K iff it has no eigenvector on aK. 
A is called cross-positive on K iff for all y E K, z E K* such that (z, y) = 0, we 
have (z,Ay) > 0. 
The concept of cross-positive matrices was introduced by Schneider and 
Vidyasagar [3]. Using their notation, let 
a(K)={A:AKcK}, 
v’(K)={AEn(K):A isirreducibleonK}, 
Z( K ) = {A : A is cross-positive on K } . 
In [2], Elsner introduced the class of quasimonotone matrices and irre- 
ducible quasimonotone matrices. An n X n real matrix A is said to be 
qua&monotone with respect to K iff for every y E K, there exists z#O E K* 
such that (z, y) =0 and (z,Ay) > 0. A quasimonotone matrix A is said to be 
irreducible with respect to K iff for any y E K, A(L(Q( y))) cL(@( y)) 
implies L(@( y)) =0 or L(@( y))= R”. El sner proved that A is quasimono- 
tone with respect to K iff A is cross-positive on K [2, Theorem 1, (1)~(3)], 
and that A is irreducible quasimonotone with respect to K iff A is cross-posi- 
tive on K and has no eigenvector on aK [2, Theorem 3, (l)%(3)]. Several 
other equivalent conditions can also be found in his paper. 
For any n X n real matrix A, 
A is said to satisfy condition C - iff y>O and Ay<ay for some a>0 
implies y >>O; 
A is said to satisfy condition C iff y > 0 and Ay < cry for some (Y > 0 
implies y >>O. 
It is known that for any A E r(K), A is irreducible iff A satisfies 
condition C (see, for instance, [l], Proposition 6). 
The purpose of this short note is to investigate the relations between 
condition C, condition C- and cross-positive matrices. 
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2. MAIN THEOREM AND COROLLARIES 
THEOREM. Let A be an n X n real matrix. The following are equivalent 
statements: 
6) A EZ(K), 
A satisfies condition C -, 
For any HER”, if y>O and Ay<cry for some a>O, then 
A(L(@( Y))) cL(@( Y)D 
Proof. 
(i)=+jii). Suppose A does not satisfy condition C -. Then there exists 
y#OEaK such that Ay<ay for some a>O. Let z#OEK* such that 
(z,y)=O. We have (z,cuy-Ay)>O and hence (z,Ay)<O. Therefore, A@ 
Z(K). 
(ii)*(i). Let ~#OE aK. By condition C, the e-dimensional cone 
spanned by y and - Ay does not meet int K, so there exists a hyperplane 
separating it from K. It follows that there exists z 50 E aK* such that 
(z, y) =O and (z,Ay) > 0. Therefore, A is quasimonotone and hence is cross- 
positive. 
(iii)*(ii). Suppose A does not satisfy condition C -. Then there exists 
y#OEaK such that cuy-Ay~intK for somea>O. HereAy@L(@( y)); for 
otherwise, ay - Ay E L(@( y)) and so y E int K, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore A(L(Q( y))) 12 L(@( y)). 
(i)+(iii).’ Suppose y > 0 such that Ay < cuy for some (Y >O. Then (XI- A) 
y > (X- a) y, and hence for sufficiently large X, 
y>(X-a)(XZ-A)-‘y (by [2], Theorem 1). 
Let O<x< y, then 
O~h(XZ-A)-‘~~X(XIA)-‘y~~ y. 
Hence [h(hZ - A)-’ - Z]r E L(Q( y)) and Ar = lim,_,[h(hZ - A)-’ 
- Z]x E L(@( y)). As {x: 0 < x < y} spans L(@( y)), the proof is completed. 
n 
‘The author wishes to thank the referee for suggesting this simple proof of (i)=+(iii). 
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The following corollaries are immediate consequences of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Any n x n real matrix A is irreducible quusimonotone 
with respect to K iff A satisfies condition C. 
COROLLARY 2. Let AEZ(K), y>O. If AyEL(Q( y)), then A(L(@( y))) 
cL(@( Y)). 
REMARK . Our theorem gives us some information about images of 
vectors in M under a cross-positive matrix A. It is sometimes useful in 
showing that certain cross-positive matrices do not exist. 
For example, let S be the compact convex set in R2, which is the union 
of the half disc X: + (x2 - 1)2 < 1, x1 > 0 and the triangle with vertices (0,2)‘, 
( - 2, O)T and (0, O)T; let K be the cone in R 3 defined by 
By our theorem we can show that there does not exist a cross-positive 
matrix A such that A(O,O, l)T= (l,O, 1)r as follows. Suppose A is such a 
cross-positive matrix. Clearly A(O,O, 1)r < 2(O,O,l)r, so by (iii) A(O,O, l)T E 
L(@(O,O,l)r). Th’ 1s is a contradiction because L(Q(O,O, 1)‘) = {X(0,0, l)T: 
PER}. 
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